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We're Sorry...































The page you're looking for no longer exists, but we invite you to take a look at our latest exclusive offers!
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B on the Greens





Brookstreet is home to the region's premier golf course, which is why we're proud to have created the best value Ottawa golf package!






View Package
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Gift Cards





Looking for the perfect gift for that special someone, but want to give something extraordinary?  The Brookstreet gift experience is just what you’ve been looking for!






Learn more
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Sens Game Night Getaway





Exclusive overnight packages with the official hotel of the Ottawa Senators.






Ticket Packages
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Brookstreet Escape





For less than $100 per person, not only is this Ottawa getaway affordable, but it offers the escape you need to relax and recharge!






View Package
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CAA/AAA Discount





As a CAA/AAA member, enjoy up to 10% off our best rates for a luxurious guestroom; your stay includes access to all our incredible services and amenities. 






Learn more
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Overnight Spa Package





If you're looking for a relaxing and totally tranquil experience, then take advantage of our B Rejuvenated Package; it's the ultimate overnight spa getaway!






View Package






















 



A Word From Our Guests…


We have stayed at the Brookstreet once before (shortly after it opened). We live just 2 hours from Ottawa so almost never stay over. This time we wanted just an overnight in luxurious surroundings at a reasonable price and the Brookstreet did not disappoint.

It is a perfect getaway right in town where the staff will make you feel special and pampered. The service was exceptional!
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Certificate of Excellence

2019
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Bravo!
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Brookstreet Hotel rated "excellent" by 844 travellers
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For less than $100 per person, not only is this Ottawa getaway affordable, but it offers the escape you need to relax and recharge!
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Brookstreet Hotel rated "excellent" by 844 travellers
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Join Our Newsletter

Sign up for our eNewsletters today to be the first to know about latest specials, promotions, contests and updates.








Sign Me Up
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1-888-826-2220

525 Legget Drive, Ottawa, ON K2K 2W2
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